NEW YOUNG FARMERS RARING TO GO
Meet the new faces of farming — entrepreneurial zeal and ecological ethics
From a mono-crop Maize field to a mosaic of mixed farms producing local, seasonal and
healthy food and flowers — meet the new entrant farmers the Ecological Land Cooperative
(ELC) is helping to get on the land.
In August 2018 the ELC was granted temporary planning permission for their second site in East
Sussex to create three new small farms.
An 18.5 acre field, previously farmed as a single maize crop and suffering soil compaction, is set to
become home to three new small farms practising agro-ecological farming — the application of
ecology in agriculture.
The Ecological Land Cooperative works to create clusters of accessible, low impact, residential and
ecologically managed smallholdings.
Their first site, Greenham Reach, in Mid Devon was the first of its kind. Granted permanent
planning permission in 2018 -- after five years of temporary permission -- the three small farms at
Greenham have gone from strength to strength bringing biodiversity, employment, and ecological
and economic resilience to the area.
Two of the three plots in Arlington have already been taken by two industrious, green fingered
young couples.
Sinead and Adam of Aweside Farm started their journey as farmers in London. Working a small,
rented patch of land in East London, producing edible flowers, speciality leaves and heritage
vegetables for restaurants across the city, the pair decided to move to pastures new and settle for
more permanent roots — an opportunity created by the ELC.
Not satisfied with the idea of solely pursuing sustainable production Sinead & Adam took the plot
at ELC, “to take our growing further and dedicate our lives and work to a piece of land that we
could love, nurture and most importantly to us — regenerate. We want to try our hands at
attempting to fix the broken, through agroecological and regenerative farming practices.”

“It's no secret that access into farming for new entrants is really hard here in the UK and given our
backgrounds of growing up in cities with no links to food and farming, the chances of us being
able to follow and pursue livelihoods in this sector were going to be slim. But the ELC have really
shaken things up to create opportunities for a new generation of farmers to create the changes
that are needed within agriculture.”
Emily and Chris of Fanfield Farm are also new ELC stewards on the Arlington site.
Their passion for good food has inspired them to focus on producing seasonal and organic veg
boxes to Arlington and the surrounding areas — a novel form of healthy, local food being delivered
to your door through a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) scheme. CSA’s are a popular way
farmers can connect with their customers in a relationship that shares the risk and the bounty of
the growing season between the growers and the eaters.
Fanfield CSA is the main thrust of their business aiming to feed 200 local households. CSAs are
embedded in the communities they serve providing local food to local people.

“At first glance it seemed that the ELC were too good to be true, but our journey is proof that they
are not. A lot needs to change in the UK. We need to go back to smaller farms and move away from
large monoculture agriculture. We have taken too much from our soils for too long. Moving back
to small farms and people growing food locally is incredibly important, and promoting practices
that replenish our soil is a very important part of our plan.”
The ELC exists to make a working countryside a reality for those choosing to farm in a way that
works with nature. By rolling out their ‘cluster farm’ model, where ELC land is protected in
perpetuity for agro-ecological use and affordability, their second site in Arlington will set another
example of how to revitalise our rural economies and landscape.
Plots for new entrants farmers are available at three ELC sites. One plot remains available at
Arlington, East Sussex with other plots at Sparkford in South Somerset and Gower, South Wales.
The opportunity to begin small-scale agroecological farming has historically been limited. High
land prices, a lack of access to skills training and resources and no farm subsidy mean that for a
long time small scale farmers have had huge hurdles to overcome.
The ELC work to change this.
Purchasing agricultural land and dividing it into small farm plots of between three and 10 acres,
the ELC applies for planning permission for agriculturally tied, rural workers’ dwellings. ELC
provide shared site infrastructure including a track, barn, rainwater collection system and off grid
power. They also offer assistance to new entrant farmers in the form of business support and
mentoring to get the new farms off the ground.
This is all with a view to allowing new entrant farmers to access land and hit the ground
running; the ELC interface with the planning authorities and take care of permissions, enabling a
new generation of agroecological farmers to thrive and survive on the land.
The ELC is a multi-stakeholder cooperative with investor members providing the finance for the
cooperative’s core work. The ELC is launching their next community share offer in Spring 2020
offering up to 3% interest.
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Download photos at
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/shdrfcx9t136nsf/AACySqF53xzC14KKQnq7HhPoa?dl=0
Interviews available on request
Oli Rodker - ELC Site Development Director
Sonia Sinanan - ELC Operations Manager
Sinead Fenton & Adam Smith - Aweside Farm
Chris & Emily Huskins - Fanfield Farm
Contact:
Lauren Simpson on communications@ecologicalland.coop or 07885588626/ 01994 448 275

THE ECOLOGICAL LAND COOPERATIVE
The Ecological Land Cooperative (ELC) is a community benefit society, co-operative in structure,
established to address the lack of affordable sites for ecological land-based livelihoods in England
and Wales. The Ecological Land Cooperative is supported by the Ecological Land Trust which is a
registered charity no. 1158032.
They work to address a range of complex and deep-rooted social and environmental challenges in
a simple and pragmatic way: by removing barriers to land access for sustainable uses.
Set up in 2009, the ELC’s core business model is the acquisition of land, securing planning
permission and installing infrastructure for clusters of three or more affordable residential
smallholdings. Smallholders are provided with permission to build their own sustainable home
with off-grid utilities and road access.
The ELC’s first project, Greenham Reach, in mid-Devon, was granted temporary planning
permission in 2013 and now has permanent permission. Home to three thriving smallholdings –
including businesses such as veg box scheme, salad bags, micro goat dairy, tree nursery, medicinal
herbs, meat and educational course. Greenham Reach is a living example of ecologically managed
land providing truly sustainable land-based livelihoods.
The ELC has also purchased its third and fourth sites on the Gower Peninsular in South Wales and
on the edge of Sparkford, South Somerset with planning applications in process.
For more about our business model please refer to our page ‘Our Model’
https://ecologicalland.coop/our-model
For more detailed information about the application please read our ‘Join the ELC as an Ecological
Farmer’ page
https://ecologicalland.coop/join-elc-as-an-ecological-farmer/
Find the ELC’s booklet on ‘Small Farm Profits’ at https://ecologicalland.coop/small-farm-profits
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